                Сценарий открытого мероприятия  в начальной школе



                                           DANCE  OF FLOWERS

Занавес сцены украшен  шарами. На фоне синего неба изображены бабочки, птицы, весенние цветы.
 Девочки 3 классов в костюмах цветов присели в кругу .
Появляется королева цветов с лейкой в руках.
Королева цветов (поёт):
                                             This is the way I water the flowers,
                                             Water the flowers, water the flowers,
                                             This is the way I water the flowers
                                             Every day in the garden.
                                             This is the way the flowers grow,
                                             Flowers grow, flowers grow,
                                             This is the way the flowers grow 
                                             In our beautiful garden.
Девочки-цветы, поднимаясь, поют:
                                           The sun is shining,
                                           Spring is coming,
                                           Flowers are coming, too.
                                           Snowdrops, lilies, tulips and daffodils             
                                           Now are growing ,too.
Ведущий:
                                              Spring is green,
                                              Summer is bright,
                                              Autumn is yellow,
                                              Winter is white.
Королева цветов:
                                          My dear flowers! It’s March. Spring is coming. Spring months are March, April and May. It’s getting warmer and warmer. The days are longer and the nights are shorter. First flowers appear in the fields and in the gardens. Who comes first?
Девочка- подснежник:
                                     I’m the first. My name is Snowdrop. I’m very pretty. I’ve
                                     got a white dress. I come when snow is melting.
Все участники праздника (поют):
                                        Happy birthday to you,
                                        Happy birthday to you,
                                        Happy birthday, dear Snowdrop,
                                        Happy birthday to you!
Девочка-фиалка:
                             I come next. I don’t like snow. It’s  so cold. I like warm days.
                             My dress is violet and my name is Violet.
Девочка- ландыш:
                             Look at my dress. It’s so beautiful. It looks like a lilly. I live in 
                             the valley. So my name is Lilly-of the-valley.
Девочка- нарцисс:
                               I’m yellow like the sun. I enjoy dancing in the sun. Look at 
                               me! I’m the prettiest flower in the world. My name is 
                               Daffodil.
Девочка- тюльпан:
                              I’m a spring flower. I’m red. Thousands of my sisters 
                             decorate  meadows and valleys in spring.
Королева цветов:
                                I think everybody likes spring and first flowers. We can’t 
                                Imagine our life without snowdrops, tulips, violets and
                                other flowers. They make our planet  beautiful.
Под музыку П. И. Чайковского из балета «Щелкунчик» дети танцуют 
«Вальс цветов».
Королева цветов:
                                  After spring summer comes. Summer months are June, 
                                  July and August .More and more flowers appear in the
                                  Fields, in the gardens and meadows.
Бабочка:
                                 Butterfly, butterfly,
                                 Where do you fly?
                                 So nice and so high
                                 In the blue, blue sky.
Все участники (поют):
                                 Cuckoo, cuckoo- cries in the wood
                                 Cuckoo, cuckoo- cries in the wood
                                Happy and gay are children in May.
                                Cuckoo, cuckoo – cries in the wood.

Cuckoo, cuckoo- cries in the wood
Cuckoo, cuckoo –cries in the wood
Cuckoo is here, summer is near
Cuckoo, cuckoo – cries in the wood
                                  
                                   Cuckoo, cuckoo – cries in the wood
                                   Cuckoo, cuckoo – cries in the wood
                                   Oh, let us sing and dance in a ring
                                   Cuckoo, cuckoo – cries in the wood.
Девочка-колокольчик:
                                   I’m a summer flower. I’m Bluebell. I’m blue like the sky 
                                   And my dress is like a bell----Ding- dong- dong.
Девочка-василёк:
                                  And I’m blue, as well. I grow in the fields and make them 
                              beautiful. Russian girls like me. My name is Cornflower.
Девочка- ромашка:
                                I look like a small sun. I live in the meadows. My dress is 
                                snow-white. My name is Daizy.
Девочка- роза:
                                 I hope all people like me. I’ve got a lot of dresses- white,
                                red, yellow and pink. I usually come when the sun is hot.
                               My name is Rose.
Ведущий:
                            I think summer is the most beautiful season of the year. First 
                           of all we like it for green trees, beautiful flowers. Let’s protect
                           our nature. Let’s water flowers and plant trees. Don’t break 
                           birds’ nests. Don’t leave litter on the banks of the rivers.
                          Take care of animals. Let our planet be beautiful!

                         The sun, the trees, the grass, the sky,
                         The silver moon that’s sailing by,
                         The rain and dew and snowflakes white,
                         The flower sweet and stars of night,
                         The song of birds, wind whispering. 
                         Such lovely things to bear and see
                         Belong to you, belong to me.
                                 
                     

